General Information
International Atatük Alatoo University was established in 1996. The University provides students with a modern education at the international level and grants graduates with internationally recognized diplomas. Currently the university achieved a number of successes in teaching and research activities and became popular for its achievements throughout the country and in other countries. Through the use of new teaching technologies in teaching and incessant labor of highly skilled academic staff it trains specialists from other countries as well. Our graduates master the knowledge contributing to find one’s rightful place in the modern world. In accordance with modern requirements, starting from 2006, it established the Institute of Social and Natural Sciences where the competent experts are trained under the master’s and doctoral programs, embracing the national and international standards of education.

Required documents:

**Postgraduate Study:**
- Statement addressed to the Rector
- Protocol of consideration of a proposal on post-graduate studies from the University, the Department
- Personnel Record Card
- Autobiography
- Character Reference
  - A copy of the diploma of higher education (the document shall be notarized)
  - A copy of academic transcript
  - A copy of passport
- Medical Certificate Form №086
- Summary of the scientific work or a list of scientific publications
- 1 photo size 4 x 6
- Certificate form №3.2 of post-graduation entry exams (if available)
- A copy of work book (if available)

**Master’s Program:**
- Diploma certifying a bachelor’s degree or higher education
- Transcript to the Diploma
- Medical Certificate Form №086
- 2 photos (size 3 x 4)
- Copy of passport

**Note for International Applicants:**
- Translation of passport, diploma and its transcript into Kyrgyz or Russian languages (the document shall be notarized or certified by translation companies)
- Passport diploma and transcript has to be translated into Kyrgyz or Russian and notarized.

**Duration:**
Master’s Program Doctoral programs Independent Study Programs

Master’s Program and Postgraduate Study of the IAAU is:
- highly skilled academic staff composed of experienced teachers from Kyrgyzstan and other countries;
- an interesting student life;
- convenient schedule for study;
- interesting master’s programs;
- a relevant research projects.

Master’s Program – advanced mastery of knowledge and skills in the chosen area (after Bachelor’s Program) and is the second level of higher vocational education. Master’s Program unlike the Bachelor’s Program develops basic core competence of a student. Academic degree of “Master” is awarded to student who have successfully mastered the program in the chosen area and defended his/her master’s thesis. Organization of educational process in the Master’s Program is mainly aimed at the development of research skills of students and training for the implementation of independent research. For these purposes, Master’s Degree academic programs include scientific and research seminars. Candidate for a master’s degree participates in conferences, round tables, forums, and in the general scientific work. Feature of study in the Master’s Program is to provide candidates the possibility of continuing his/her research in postgraduate training program.

Study in the Master’s Program includes the following:
1. Education in four languages (English, Turkish, Kyrgyz and Russian languages).
2. International Diploma.
3. Student Exchange Programs.
4. Opportunity to continue studies in other countries and joint (foreign) academic programs.

**Master’s Program of the IAAU – new opportunities for your successful career!**

Doctoral Study – is an educational form for training of the teaching and research staff after higher vocational education. Postgraduate study - due to the fact that is considered a self-education form the purpose of which is scientific work - creates opportunities to increase the educational, scientific and pedagogical professional level on the basis of higher education to citizen who are able to view science in a new light. Post-graduate student who fully meets the requirements of postgraduate studies, and who have successfully defended his/her research dissertation that was not/the goal (who fully meets the requirements of the State Commission for Academic Degrees and Titles) will be granted an academic degree "Candidate of Sciences".

Postgraduate study includes the following:
1. Education in four languages taking into account the requirements of the State Commission for Academic Degrees and Titles of the Kyrgyz Republic and the Bologna Education System.
2. Thesis defense in Kyrgyzstan and other foreign countries.
3. Certificates indicating the results of studies that meet the requirements of SCADT KR and international standards.

**Postgraduate Study of the IAAU – a new quality of your life!**

www.iaau.edu.kg